
Fringe Tax Reporting

Fringe clients fall into one of two situations with how they handle the tax benefit. Either they add it as

compensation on a regular basis to payroll, or they add it at the end of the year to the w2 of each employee.

The majority of clients fall into the latter.

At Fringe, while we legally cannot provide tax advice, we gladly offer reporting for whatever your company’s

preference.  Our most common tax report can be accessed through Insights via the Admin Tool as a real-time

download by your company’s Fringe Admin Tool owner.

We understand that clients have unique payroll and reporting requests and can provide more granular

reporting based on various needs. All reports can be sent by email to designated team members at a

particular cadence of their choosing. Let us know what you need and we’re happy to provide it!

Here are some details about the reporting options we provide as standard. A customer will be able to
coordinate more detailed tax reporting with their dedicated Fringe Customer Success Manager during Onboarding.

Standard Fringe Tax Reporting  Is Based On Issuance

Accessible on Insights within the Admin Tool.

Included Features: Terminated employees; Company Employee ID and email address for easy matching and

data import; sum totals of compensation across all employees for This Month (MTD), Last Month, This Year

(YTD), and Last Year.

Option 1.1: Annual Reporting  for w2s  (Example)
● Option 1.1 is what 90% of Fringe Customers require—used to input on an employee w2.

● This report includes cumulative employer-given funds to the individual employee in a set time frame

denoted by the column name.

● Available anytime in Insights in the Admin Tool or, if automated, sent on January 1 of each year for

the previous year.

Option 1.2: Monthly Reporting for Payroll  (Example)
● Option 1.2 is what 10% of Fringe Customers require—used to input on employee payroll.

● This report includes cumulative employer-given funds to the individual employee in a set time frame

denoted by the column name as well as unique identifiers for simple matching.

● Available anytime in Insights in the Admin Tool or, if automated, sent on January 1 of each year for

the previous year.

https://a.storyblok.com/f/95732/x/d2589f6834/tax-guide-fringe-benefits.pdf
https://a.storyblok.com/f/95732/x/8e31257129/fringe-tax-reporting-examples-option-1-1.pdf
https://a.storyblok.com/f/95732/x/7398e35807/fringe-tax-reporting-examples-option-1-2.pdf


Tax Reporting FAQs

● How does my company input this type of compensation?

It is best to connect with your ADP Benefit Consultant or internal Finance and Accounting Teams to

hear best practices for your company.  In most cases, this form of compensation is treated just like a

gift card given to an employee.  Companies have many different options of how to input “Fringe

Benefit” compensation through their ADP Product keeping in mind their own company tax

reporting conventions.  Fringe can help provide any reporting requested according to their needs.

● Why are employees required to pay taxes on Fringe?

The IRS considers certain benefits, like Fringe, to be taxable compensation that must be reported on

tax forms. To read more about what the IRS designates to be a “Fringe Benefit” and how things are

calculated, consult our Guide to Fringe Benefits prepared by our very own accountants.

● Who should I contact if I have tax reporting questions or desire a customization with reporting?

Feel free to email your dedicated Customer Success Manager (if applicable) or our Fringe Support

Team at support@fringe.us

● Will managers be taxed upon points they purchase to distribute to team members?

No, they will not.  Employees are only taxed upon points when they receive them from their

company to their personal Fringe account.   In this way, the team members will be taxed upon any

points a manager sends their way - but the giver of the points will not be (as this is usually purchased

on a company credit card anyway).  This is what will show up in the Fringe Taxation reporting.

● Who is taxed for peer-to-peer gifts?

The giver of the gift is the one taxed. This is synonymous with an employee who may receive a gift

card from their work but decides to give that card to a friend.  The friend would not be taxed - the

employee who gave it still would be.  This is what will show up in the Fringe Taxation reporting.

● Can you please provide my company with a w9?

A FRNGE, INC.  w9 link appears at the bottom of every invoice.  In addition, here’s the link for a

downloadable copy for your records.  Please take note that Box 1 is correct.

https://a.storyblok.com/f/95732/x/d2589f6834/tax-guide-fringe-benefits.pdf
mailto:support@fringe.us
https://a.storyblok.com/f/95732/x/487f6bf995/2022-fringe-w9.pdf

